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The scattering theory implied by the close-coupling equations is studied using a Lippmann-
Schwinger formalism. The new results derived can be summarized as follows: An alternative form
of the equations that ensures there are no spurious solutions in the scattering region can be con-
structed, and moreover there is an infinite number of such forms. The Neumann- (perturbation-)
series expansion diverges in general for most energies for both the old and new forms. The Born
limit nevertheless holds and can be recovered by appropriate rearrangement of the Neumann series.
The original integral formulation may give convergent scattering amplitudes despite the lack of
uniqueness of the solutions. The conditions under which this happens are examined.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is a vast literature that testifies to the success of
the close-coupling equations applied to electron-atom and
electron-ion scattering. A review of the equations and
their methods of solution in coordinate space has been
given by Burke and Seaton;' further extensions and
refinements have been discussed by Poet and van de
Ree. An alternative approach to their solution was
presented by McCarthy and Stelbovics, who employed a
Lippman-Schwinger formulation for the T matrix and
solved it in momentum space. A feature of the close-
coupling equations for electron-atom scattering, in the
symmetrized form, is that they have nonunique solutions
in the scattering region that can cause numerical instabil-
ities. Norcross demonstrated that these instabilities
could be removed by imposing further orthogonality con-
straints, in addition to the ordinary scattering boundary
conditions. In the Lippmann-Sch winger formulation,
one should also anticipate numerical instabilities because
the Fredholm determinant vanishes, on account of the
spurious solutions, for all scattering energies. Interest-
ingly though, McCarthy and Stelbovics reported no such
evidence of instability in their numerical work and there-
fore found no need to impose orthogonality constraints.
The solutions they obtained were in good agreement with
the other methods. It suggests that some, as yet
unspecified mechanism, is responsible for the stability.
This is further reinforced by our recent observation that
there exists an alternative form of the close-coupling
equations whose Fredholm determinant does not vanish
and thus leads to a stable numerical solution of the
Lippmann-Schwinger equation. In the results presented
there, both forms of equation yielded identical on-shell
amplitudes.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the scattering
theory of the close-coupling equations motivated by the
above considerations. We will assume that the eigenfunc-
tions for the target are known exactly, so restricting our-
selves to the special case of hydrogenic targets. It differs
from that encountered in normal potential scattering
through the existence of the nonunique solutions. Also,
the effective potential is energy dependent and nonlocal
and has the feature that the energy dependence is linear
in energy. It will be shown that the energy dependence,
contained in the separable part of the nonlocality, is re-
sponsible for the behavior reported here. The existence
of different forms of close-coupling equations will be
demonstrated to be due to the relationship between this
separable part of the potential and its representation in
terms of the nonphysical solutions. In addition, an ex-
planation for the stability of the standard close-coupling
equations wi11 be given using the representation of the po-
tential noted above. It will be shown further that there is
a surprising corollary to this study of the Lippmann-
Schwinger form, namely that the Neumann-series expan-
sion of the close-coupling equations often diverges no
matter how great the energy for the scattering is. This is
in contrast to the situation in potential scattering where
the free Green's function ensures the higher-order terms
in the series become unimportant at suSciently high en-
ergies. The lack of convergence is due to the cancellation
of the free Green's-function energy dependence with the
energy-dependent terms in the effective potential. This
result does not rule out the validity of the Born approxi-
mation at high energy but does, in contrast to potential
scattering theory, demonstrate that questions relating to
convergence to the Born limit cannot be exhaustively
answered by a consideration of the Neumann series alone.
In fact, the special separable nature of the energy-
dependent term can be used to advantage to sum to
infinite order, the diagrams which are responsible for the
anomalous behavior. It is shown that on the energy shell
the contribution of these terms to the scattering ampli-
tudes tends to zero at high energies and that the remain-
ing terms also die off with the exception of the Born term.
Thus, as has been amply confirmed by numerical compu-
tation, the Born limit is valid for electron-hydrogen
scattering but not for the reasons one might have as-
sumed.
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II. LIPPMANN-SCHWINGER EQUATIONS
We take an explicitly symmetrized expansion for the
electron-hydrogen three-body wave function
P— (1,2)= —,'(1+&lP) g P;(1)f;— (2),
generate solutions for which a convenient basis is defined
by choosing
g B, —P, ahead,
j=1
where the + ( —) superscripts refer to singlet (triplet)
scattering, the superscript N indicates the dependence of
the solution on the basis-set size, and P, 2 is the space ex-
change operator. In the limit N~ 00, 4 ~%. The lim-
iting sum is to be interpreted in the general sense of sum-
ming over the denumerably infinite discrete excited states
of the target and an integral over the scattering continu-
um of the target. It will be assumed that the sum over
discrete states and integral over continuum states can be
approximated by the denumerable sum in the limit as
N~ 00. However, for definiteness we will consider only
the states taken from the discrete spectrum, and so nor-
malizable in the L sense. The f are the solutions of the
close-coupling equations.
a(i,j)=—,(i —1)(i —2)+j, i )j
a(i, i)=N++i .
(10)
The B arrays associated with this ordering are defined as
follows:
B;+'=1 if a=a(i,j), i )j
ad=Ianna=a(i, i), i =1,2, . . . , NI .
The a=a(i,j ) form a canonical ordering of the two chan-
nel indices for singlet and triplet scattering as defined
below. The nd exist only for the triple channel
N




= —1 if a=a(j, i), j &i
=0 otherwise
B, =1 if a=a(i j), i &j
(1 la)
V+- = U++ W+-
jk jk jk
with
(3) =1 if a=a(j, i), j &i
=0 otherwise . (1 lb)
~j/&= f«, f «2Irl&p'(r2)
r
The 4,+—' constructed by the above method form an
orthonormal basis for subspaces of dimension N —which
are orthogonal to each other,
and
(4)
Here in an obvious notation we have set
(12)
The P and e are the target atom eigenfunctions and en-
ergies. We shall usually suppress the explicit dependence
on N in our notation for the scattering function and its
associated T matrix. The total energy of the system con-
necting the initial and final states i ~f satisfies
E —c.+—'k —cf +—'kf .
The above system does not have a unique solution upon
applying the standard scattering boundary conditions, for
if F,= is the particular solution we seek, then it can be
shown by direct substitution in Eq. (2) that the general
solution is
Q+
f'+ =F +y X*e---
a=1
Further, we adopt a similar convention for f+, F*,and-
the operators over two channel indices and write Go for
the diagonal free Green's-function array
Go(E+i0); =5j(E+i0 e; —H—o) (13)
Then the Lippmann-Schwinger equation can be expressed
as
[f—(i,k;)) =)ik),+ GoV[f —(i, k, )), (14)
where the inhomogeneous term corresponds to a plane
wave in entrance channel i with momentum k;. This rep-
resentation has the solution (7) where, in addition to a
particular solution of the inhomogeneous equation, there
are N solutions 4—+ of the homogeneous equation
(15)
where the X—are arbitrary constants and
N = ——,'N( —N+1) . — (8)
The integral equation for the scattering functions can
also be converted to the T-matrix form by defining
The 4 form a total of N++N =N independent de-
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In what foHows we adopt the convention that all on-shell
momenta are labeled by k and o6'-shell ones by p. The
on-shell momenta are defined in Eq. (6). The T matrix
then satisfies the operator equation
t —=V—+V—+G, t — . (17)
[In keeping with our usage of f and —F , t —deno—tes the
T-matrix operator of the general equation (14), while T
corresponds to that of the particular solution F .] T—his
T matrix also has a general solution which comprises a
particular solution of the inhomogeneous equation and
N — solutions to the homogeneous part. It can be ex-
pressed as
erty by adding an appropriate combination of the 4+— .
Thus, with the imposition of the condition (21), a com-
pletely equivalent set of close-coupling equations may be
derived using the expansion
y-+(1, 2)= y y;(1)y, (2)&y;IF,-'&
i j =1
= g P;(1)F;—(2) .
i=1
(22)
~e will now show how to apply the new conditions to the
integral forms we have developed. First, it is convenient
to restructure the 8'+— potential in terms of the basis
states (9). For compactness we set
t =T + g A, —G 'I4 & g fdp, &c'p, l.
a=1
(18) d, =(c,;+a, E) . — (23)
The on-shell amplitudes are given by
(f,kflt*li, k;) =—(kfltf, lk, ). In order to solve the T
matrix equation numerically for the on-shell amplitudes
one has to close it and this necessitates solving it for the
half-on-shell amplitudes
& f,pf I t 'I i, k; ) = -& pf I Tf'-; I k; &+ -,'(kf pf )
N—
x y ~.'-(pflef-+) .
a=1
Then one can deduce the following representation:




=+I~+ &( —D+)&++I+I@ &D &+ I (24)
The d 's are the matrix elements of the lower triangle of
d above listed in the canonical ordering (10),
We note that on-shell the homogeneous terms do not
contribute. This provides a key to the observed stability
of the amplitudes calculated by McCarthy and Stelbo-
vics using the T-matrix equation but imposing no extra
constraints. The stability will be analyzed further in Sec.
V.
III. ALTERNATIUE EQUATIONS
d+ ={I;la=a(i j),i )j I for a=1, . . . , N+
d =d+ for a=1, . . . , N+
d =Id, , la=a(i, i),i =1,2, . . . , XI
for o. =%++1, . . . , X




P-(1,2)=-,' g P;(1)P,(2)((P; If,+ )+(P& lf; )), —-
i j =1
(20)
then without loss of generality we can choose the particu-
lar solution from the manifold possible in Eq. (7) to be the
one for which
(y, IF; ) =+&y, lF,-) . (21)
To see this one can argue as follows. The W —+ when fold-
ed with the P, have the opposite symmetry to that of (21)
as can be seen using Eqs. (9)—(11). Therefore, if we select
a particular solution which does not possess the symlne-
try, we can always construct one with the required prop-
As mentioned in the introduction, the nonuniqueness
of the solutions can be removed by the addition of extra
constraints. In this section we will show there is a natu-
ral way to impose the constraints. It results in the forma-
tion of a di6'erent close-coupling potential which leads to
a set of equations with a unique solution. There are
many "di8'erent" forms for the potential which lead to
the same unique solution.
If we observe that the scattering functions obey the
symmetry
and set
D tt=5 P—,—a,P=1,2, . . . , N
Now from the definitions (9)—(11) we see
(27)
N N
&e--IF-&= y &e,--lF &= y a„--&y, lF;&=0.
(28)
T+-=(U+-+la+ &D+&e I)(1+G,T-) . (30)
The homogeneous forms of Eqs. (29) and (30) will not, in
general, have any solution since the eA'ective potential is
different from that of the original form (3)—(5). Thus,
since the equations constitute a Fredholm system of the
second kind, they have a unique solution. Therefore this
Thus, upon inserting this condition into the integral
equations (14) and (17), and making use of the expansion
(24), we find
IF—(i, k, ))
=li, k;&+Go(U=-+I++ &D+&@+I)IF-(i,k, )&, (29)
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form is suitable for numerical analysis.
We may extend the result just developed by noting that
the Eqs. (29) and (30) for F and Tare only one form of a
more general class. To see its nature, suppose we have
solved (29). Then by construction the (unique) solution
satisfies the orthogonality property (28). We now form a
manifold of potentials V,„such that
V;+,„=U-+ le+ &D+ &e'l+ lr+-& &a*l . (31)
I * is a row of N col-umns as per (26), where each
column is an arbitrary element of the Hilbert space of L
functions over the channel indices. Now if we take our
solution and replace the potential by the general form
(31), then on account of (28) F is als—o a solution of the
equation
T—+ = V—+K —V —+ (37)
where
V-+Go (38)
is greater than or equal to unity, One way to study the
norm is to determine the eigenvalue spectrum of the ker-
nel
The series will diverge in the strong operator norm sense,
that is, ll T
+ —T—*„
ll
OD as n ~ ~ where T „r—efers to
the nth partial sum if the operator norm of the kernel
defined by






—s =—1,2, . . . . (39)
The system (32} is the most general representation of the
close-coupling equations. We consider some specific
choices for I +—.The first one is
(33)
which is the choice that retrieves the old form of the
close-coupling equations. A second choice is that which
leads to the close-coupling equations reported by Stelbo-
vics and Bransden. They discovered a form whose se-
parable part is diagonal in channel space,
It is useful to work with a compact kernel since compact-
ness ensures that the eigenvectors form a complete denu-
merable set with accumulation point zero for the eigen-
values in the Hilbert space of L functions. The kernel
E can, under suitable transformations, be put into a
compact form. Details of the procedures used are, for ex-
ample, discussed by Meetz and Scadron, Weinberg, and
Wright. General properties of the eigenvalues have
been discussed by Weinberg. Using the fact that the po-
tential in the kernel is Hermitian one can prove that the
eigenvectors satisfy the modified orthogonality property
This corresponds to the setting of I —+ to
(34)
(35)
If we order the eigenvalues in order of decreasing magni-
tude then it is easy to see that
(41)
For the original form of close-coupling equations it fol-
lows from Eq. (15}that the set of Hilbert space vectors
0 represents the N XN zero matrix. Examples showing
the application of these equations to 1s-2s-2p close cou-
pling for electron-hydrogen scattering and demonstrating
their equivalence were presented in their letter. Finally,
as a third choice we note that one can even set the separ-
able energy-dependent term to be not only diagonal in
channel space but also identical for both singlet and trip-
let scattering by defining
(36)
IV. NEUMANN-SERIES DIVERGENCE
AND THE BORN LIMIT
It is generally regarded that the solutions of the close-
coupling equations provide a good description of inter-
mediate energy scattering and approach asymptotically
the Born limit at high energies. In this section we show
that this can be proved from the new form of the close-
coupling equation, but surprisingly the proof is quite in-
tricate. To see why this is so we note that the standard
potential-scattering proof is iterate the Lippmann-
Schwinger equation in the form
tGO'I@* &lt =1,2, . . . , X+-) CIlr,+&s=1,2, . . . I . —
(42}
Therefore there are N++N =N degenerate eigenvec-
tars with eigenvalue 1. Thus llK
+—
ll
~ 1 and the T-matrix
equation will diverge in the operator norm sense indepen-
dently of the energy. This is in contrast to the situation
in potential scattering theory and is a consequence of the
nature of the energy dependence of the 8'+— potential.
Convergence in the operator norm is a stronger condition
than we require because it involves on- and o8'-the-
energy-shell T-matrix elements. Since we are interested
in studying the Born limit, one really only requires the
on-shell matrix elements of (37). The convergence of the
on-shell series partial sums can be investigated by taking
the half-on-shell T-matrix equation
(43)
and considering the sequence of partial sums of the form
T;+li, i, & = v-li, I, &+K-V+-li, l; &
+ +(K+-)"v+-li, k, &,
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where the convergence is convergence in the function
norm regarding T+—Ii, k; & as an element of the Hilbert
space of L functions. (Any on-shell term can be regard-
ed as an inner product of terms in the half-on-shell par-
tial sums. ) It is a weaker convergence criterion than con-
vergence in the operator norm requiring only the half-
on-shell amplitudes. In this case determining whether
the kernel norm is less than 1 is sufficient but not neces-
sary. This consideration comes into play for the old form
of the close-coupling equations. To see how, consider the
expansion in terms of the complete set of eigenvectors of
the kernel of the inhomogeneous term of (43),
If any eigenvalues in this expansion have a magnitude
greater than or equal to unity they will dominate the par-
tial sums for large n unless the corresponding Fourier
coefficient vanishes. For the eigenvalues of unity, which
the close coupling equations possess, this is exactly what
happens. Using the orthogonality (40) we have
c, (i,k)=&r, IG V" Ii, k, & . (45)
The eigenvectors (42) of the eigenvalues of unity may
thus be used to write
i =1,2, . . . , N, a=1,2, . . . , N* . (46)
Thus the convergence of the Neuman series is indepen-
dent of the eigenvalues of unity. The convergence is
governed by the remaining eigenvalues and finding
which, if any, have magnitude greater than or equal to 1.
This can, in general, only be determined by numerical
calculation; we give examples in the next section for e-H
scattering which show that there is at least one other ei-
genvalue with magnitude greater than unity for most
scattering energies.
We now present an argument to show the Neumann
series may diverge in the limit E~ oo. Our proof con-
sists of demonstrating that the kernel will have several ei-
genvalues which tend to —1 at high energies. Consider
the eigenvalue equation (15). Then as
E--, IIG, U-II-0,
V+Ii, k, &= y c;+(i,k,. )I;*& .
s=1
Then the last term in each partial sum can be expressed
as
eigenvectors 4 for the singlet (+) channel with such
eigenvalues. Since 8' dominates the potential at high
energies, we can conclude that there will be at least one
eigenvalue which approaches —1 for all close-coupling
models save that for N =1, in which case the triplet
channel has no such eigenvalue.
By the argument given we cannot distinguish whether
the —1 value is approached from outside or from within
the unit circle. If the latter occurred, then the Neumann
series would converge for finite energies in the asymptotic
region but at an increasingly slow rate; in all our exam-
ples studied numerically it seems that these special eigen-
values approach the unit circle from outside.
Suppose we turn to a consideration of the most general
new form (31) and (32) of the close-coupling equations
and construct its Neumann series. Again, the high-
energy Neumann-series behavior revolves around the ei-
genvalues of the separable part of the potential. It is
clear from the structure of the general form (31) that
II
W*,„Go II + 1 as E~ oo, using the argument above, and
that at least some eigenvalues approach —1. The various
choices available for the general form determine how
many such eigenvalues there are. (At most there can be
N of them in each channel since this is the maximum
rank of W .) For the form derived from the choice (35),
which we use to illustrate the theory, it is not difficult to
show the singlet scattering has N eigenvalues with limit
point —1, while the triplet scattering supports N —N
such eigenvalues.
Despite the failure of the Neumann series to converge,
one must still consider the possibility that the Born limit
holds because convergence of the Neumann series is only
a sufFicient condition. We therefore turn to an alternative
method to determine its validity, based on a two-potential
formalism and define a T matrix for the well-behaved
part U of the potentials V —+,
T„*=U +—( I + Go T„*) . (48)
x &4 I(1+GoT„) . (49)
If we examine the asymptotic form for second term at
high energies we find
Then making use of the separable nature of the remaining
contributions to the potential in Eq. (29) one obtains after
some algebra the relationship
T*=T.*+(1+T Go)l@+ &D
x(1—&e 'IGO+GoT„Gal+' &D') '
so
Ie* &=G, V*I@* & = G, w-l+* &. (47)
hence
IIT
+——T„+—II=0(E), as E oo .
Thus the Go ' 4* are approximate eigenvectors of
8'*Go with eigenvalue 1 and there are N of them; but
we also have W+= —W from Eq. (5) so, in addition,
there will be N+ approximate eigenvectors 4+ for the
triplet ( —) channel with eigenvalues which approach —1
and E~ao. Similarly, there will be N approximate
Thus, in the strong operator norm sense, T does not
converge to T„. Since IIT„+—U —II~0 a—s E~~, it —is
seen that T* cannot converge to U —in the strong sense.
But if we consider the convergence of the half-on-shell T
matrix regarded as an element of the Hilbert space of I.
functions
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/)T+-[i, k, & —T„+f-i,k, &g
=O(E)(&i,k, ~a+ &&a
Then because the 4's comprise a linear combination of
orbitals whose momentum-space form is L if they
represent discrete states, as the on-shell momentum in-
creases it follows that they die off. For example, if the
term contributing to elastic scattering in the ground state
is examined, it behaves asymptotically as O(E ), and
this is sufficiently rapid to ensure that the norm above





E~ao, it follows that J)T+—(i, k; & —U +)i, k—; &)] —+0. Thus
since convergence of the half-on-shell amplitudes to the
Born term has been demonstrated, it certainly holds for
the special case of the fully on-shell amplitude. (Actual-
ly, the plus-minus superscript in the potential U is redun-
dant because the electron-electron exhange term dies off
rapidly at high energies. ) Implicit in our discussion have
been the assumptions that the number of coupled chan-
nels is fixed and that continuum channels are not con-
sidered.
V. STABILITY QUESTIONS
It was mentioned already that reliable answers for the
on-shell amplitudes could be obtained numerica11y by
solving the standard (nonunique) close-coupling equa-
tions (16) in the T-matrix version. Our observation (18)
that the on-shell amplitudes are unique indicates the
reason why it is possible. Nevertheless, in the process of
solving the equation numerically one is inverting the
operator 1 —K* whose Fredholm denominator is singu-
lar; potentially this must lead to some type of instability
in the numerical solution. Therefore further analysis is
desirable to justify the solutions obtained by McCarthy
and Stelbovics.
Our beginning point is to note that the numerical solu-
tion involves two distinct sources of approximation; the
integral over the kernel is replaced by a suitable quadra-
ture rule and the potential matrix elements themselves
are computed to a limited accuracy because their calcula-
tion involves a quadrature also. On account of these ap-
proximations, the operator that is to be inverted is close
to being singular. The effect of the approximation in the
potential may be simulated by applying a perturbation to
the potential. The effect of the error due to the quadra-
ture of the integral equation is more dif6cult to include,
but since it is our intention to study the solutions in the
neighborhood of the singularity, perturbing the potential
alone is sufficient to achieve this end. If 5 is the perturb-
ing parameter, then
V*~(1+5)V +— ,
D + +Ds =—(—1+5)D*,
T„+~T„s=(—1+5)T„+O(5 ) .
Now employing the two-potential formalism, one derives
after some algebra that
r =T++(I+T~sG-O)[~C+ &( Ds+)[1—&e+~GO+GQT„*,GO(e+ &( Ds+)] '&e—+~
+le &(+D;)[1—&C-~G, +G, T„'-,G, ~e &(+D, )] '&e ~I(l+G, T„+-,). (50)
This form can be simplified by noting the identities
(1+T„GO)le*&D*=-—(Go)
& +'I GO+ Go T.'-Gal '-&D'-= —1 . (51)
+O(1)]&4+—~(G )
+(G, ) 'le'-&o(1)+o(i)&c-+l(G, ) '. (52)
Here T is the T mat—rix of Eq. (30). The O(1) symbol
represents elements which when developed in a power
series in 5 have their leading term independent of 5.
When the on-shell matrix elements of t—+ are formed, it is
clear that all terms possessing (Go) ' vanish and the old
and new amplitudes are identical. It is also clear that off
the energy shell they diverge because of the term with the
inverse power of 5. As the perturbation is reduced (in
effect simulating the calculation of the potentials to
higher precision), this divergence will become more pro-
They are just a restatement of the eigenvalue equation
(15) using the T matrix defined in (48). Their insertion
gives the result
rs~=T~+(Go) 'I@+-&[—5 '(2+&@+-IGol+*&D*) '
nounced. It is important to note that the expression for
t* we used above was developed analytically. In an actu-
al numerical inversion it is valid to the extent that a
quadrature rule approximates the kernel integral. This
has the effect of introducing an error term due to the
quadrature approximation to the (Go) operators. Simi-
larly, 5 in the 5 ' term is replaced by a sum of potential
and integral error terms. The reason we mention this is
that the T-matrix equations solved by McCarthy and
Stelbovics are solved in the half-on-shell mode, which is
sufficient to close the integral equations, and it would at
first glance appear that the 6 ' term should vanish when
one of the channel momenta is put on-shell. In practice,
as one decreases 5, a situation is eventually reached
where the integral equation quadrature error dominates
and further reduction of 5 does not alter the result. An
example is given in the next section.
VI. EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION
In order to illustrate various aspects of the theory
given we consider some examples for the electron-
hydrogen system. Since our intention is to make them as
illuminating as possible, we will confine ourselves to the
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simplest possible cases, namely, 1s and 1s-2s close cou-
pling. There are no practical diSculties in including
higher-I states. The use of s states has the added advan-
tage that all the degenerate solutions are confined to the
J =0 partial wave.
We begin by showing in Fig. 1 the eigenvalue trajec-
tories as a function of energy E from —Oo to + Oo for the
singlet (+) kernel of the old equations (14). There are an
infinite number of eigenvalues so we show only those few
which have a bearing on the convergence of the Neu-
mann series in each case. We consider ls-2s close cou-
pling for which N+ = 1, so the kernel has one eigenvalue
identically unity. In addition, there are N =3 eigenval-
ues which tend to the limit —1 as ~E~ ~ 00. Their num-
ber is such that the total when added to the eigenvalues
with unit values is N =4, as discussed earlier. The
remaining eigenvalues all approach zero as ~E~ ~ 00 and
are the type found in ordinary potential scattering.
Thus there are three points of accumulation + 1, —1, and
0 for the eigenvalue trajectories. The four trajectories
shown are labeled in order of decreasing magnitude at the
elastic scattering threshold. Below this threshold all the
eigenvalues are real; above the threshold they describe
arcs in the complex plane. The ones shown have positive
imaginary parts, but there are also eigenvalues which de-
scribe trajectories in the lower half complex plane. As
can be seen from Fig. 1, the eigenvalues have a compli-
cated energy variation and as a result their ordering in
terms of absolute magnitude changes with energy. q,
+ is
the lone eigenvalue trajectory which lies outside the unit
circle at the scattering threshold having passed through
unity at the binding energy of the H ion. It has de-
scribed a major part of its trajectory by the time the ion-
ization threshold is reached, subsequently approaching
the value —1 as E~ 00 from outside the unit circle. g2+
is the only eigenvalue of unity since N+ =1. It of course
does not describe a trajectory. The g3+ begins inside the
unit circle, but approaches it rapidly near the threshold
for inelastic scattering to the 2s channel and is responsi-
ble for a resonance feature noted by Smith, McEachran,
and Fraser' in this model. There is a marked effect on
this eigenvalue due to the opening of the 2s channel as
there is also for g4+. It appears characteristic of the e-H
system that some eigenvalues have pronounced variations
near a particular threshold. At energies above about 20
eV their behavior with energy is more predictable and
they approach —1 in a very uniform and featureless
manner. All other eigenvalues (an infinite number of
them) describe arcs within the unit circle, beginning at
zero for large negative energies returning to zero as
E~ oo.
Because there is no unique choice for the new form of
close-coupling equations, we will restrict ourselves to
showing the behavior of the kernel for the particular
choice (35). The eigenvalues which pass outside the unit
circle are plotted in Fig. 2. Again we label the trajec-
tories according to their magnitude at the scattering
threshold (the ordering is diFerent to that of Fig. 1; for
example, the resonance feature is contained in different
trajectories). As before, the eigenvalues become complex
in the scattering region and initially appear to have a
small change in their imaginary part compared to their
real part; they then move rapidly into the complex plane.
appears to be unaffected by the presence of the
threshold altogether (it is the trajectory which contains
the H ion). The eigenvalue g4 gives rise to the reso-
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FIG. 1. Leading eigenvalue trajectories for the J=0 partial wave of the e-H system are shown for singlet scattering using the ker-
nel of the old close-coupling equations. For scattering energies there is at least one eigenvalue outside the unit circle; hence the Neu-
mann series diverges.




FIG. 2. Leading eigenvalue trajectories for the J =0 partial wave of the e-H system are shown for singlet scattering using the new
close-coupling equations and making the choice (35). Similar to the Fig. 1 case at all scattering energies, there is at least one eigen-
value outside the unit circle. The magnitudes of the trajectories are quite different for energies in the neighborhood of the 2s thresh-
old.
nance feature described by the g3+ in the old equations.
Its position and width are the same despite the difference
in the trajectory shapes. Meetz has shown how to find
the position and width of a resonance from the real and
imaginary parts of the eigenvalue. An example of such
an application has been given for 1s-2s-2p close coupling
using this method. The magnitude of the eigenvalues
varies considerably. g+, attains a maximum magnitude of
about 13 below 1 eV. At energies above 2 a.u. the eigen-
values have all completed the major part of their trajec-
tories and approach the limiting value of —1 from out-
side the unit circle. As noted in the theory discussion
this form of the kernel leads to X =4 singlet eigenvalues
tending to —1. We have not shown the eigenvalue trajec-
tories for triplet scattering because their characteristics
are very similar to those discussed for the singlet scatter-
ing and in all cases confirm the theory predictions of Sec.
IV.
Comparing the two figures we see that there is at least
one eigenvalue which lies outside the unit circle for all
scattering energies. Thus it may be concluded the Neu-
mann series for the singlet J =0 partial wave scattering
diverges always. In this respect the close-coupling theory
equations fall outside the domain of standard scattering
theory.
Next we turn to some examples to demonstrate our
conclusions about the convergence of the Neumann
series. In Table I we consider the results for 1s close cou-
pling. In the singlet channel the theory predicts a single
eigenvalue should approach —1 as E~ cc. At 100 eV it
can be seen that r,„ is approaching this limit from out-
side the unit circle. Thus, as for the two channel case just
discussed, the Neumann series must diverge at high ener-
gies for singlet scattering. This is confirmed by the se-
quence of Neumann-series partial sums shown in the
table. It appears that the series is converging for the first
few terms in the sequence, but thereafter it slowly
diverges by oscillating about the correct model value.
This behavior is due entirely to the value of r,„since
from a consideration of the Fourier-series expansion of
Eq. (44) it can be seen that in the limit of large n
(T„+——T„+:,)
(T„* i —T„+z)—
The triplet channel is interesting because there is one ei-
genvalue of unity which, according to the analysis,
should have no bearing on the convergence of the Neu-
mann series. Also there should be no eigenvalue that ap-
proaches —1. This is confirmed in the Table I results.
We see that there is a rapid convergence of the Neuman
series and its rate of convergence is that expected from
the quoted r,„value.
In the second part of Table I we show a 1s-2s example
at 6 eV. There, as we have seen from the eigenvalue tra-
jectories, the singlet amplitude should have a divergent
Neumann series which is confirmed by the table. On the
other hand, the Neumann series for the triplet scattering
is converging albeit slowly. This can be understood from
the theory which predicts that there should be N+( =1)
eigenvalues which accumulate at —1. At the scattering
threshold all the eigenvalues lie within the unit circle be-
cause there is no bound state for the triplet channel; as
the energy increases one of the eigen values passes
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through the unit circle near the 2s threshold and thereaf-
ter describes a trajectory which approaches —1 from out-
side the unit circle. For the energy of 6 eV this eigenval-
ue lies just inside the unit circle. There are also three ei-
genvalues of unity which play no role in the Neumann-
series convergence so the triplet amplitude has a slowly
convergent Neumann series as indicated in Table I.
We investigate the nature of the Neumann-series diver-
gence further by means of the example of Table II.
There, the triplet amplitudes for elastic and inelastic
scattering are given for the higher energy of 250 eV. The
Neumann series diverges as required, but it is clear that
the sequence of partial sums is approaching the exact
model values for the first few terms, subsequently diverg-
ing in a slowly oscillatory manner. The elastic scattering
amplitude is reproduced to better than 1% accuracy for
n =5. This is similar to the behavior we observed in the
1s example of single elastic scattering of Table I but the
convergence is more pronounced at the higher energy.
The explanation for this behavior is to realize that the
Neumann sequence, while diverging, is an example of an
asymptotic series. That is, the correct values are ap-
proached until, for large enough n, the series begins to
diverge, and in the examples illustrating this erat'ect, the
correct values are approached more closely with increas-
ing energy. To understand this behavior more formally
we return to the Fourier expansion (44) from which it fol-
lows that for large enough n, the partial sums will be
dominated by the eigenvector (and its Fourier coefficient)
corresponding to the eigenvalue of maximum magnituder,„~—1+. Now it was demonstrated in the discussion
of Sec. V that the eigenvector with this eigenvalue is ap-
proximated (with increasing accuracy as energy in-
creases) by one of the eigenvectors in the set (42). How-
ever, we also showed in Eq. (46) that c„, the Fourier
coeScients associated with these eigenvectors vanished.
Thus, for the eigenvector r,„),we can infer that c„ is
small compared to other coeScients in the expansion and
further that it becomes smaller still as the energy is in-
creased. For large enough n the Neumann series will
diverge because of the terms of the form c, (r,„)"which
occur in the expansion of the higher-order terms in each
partial sum. For small values of n this term may be small
compared to the coeScients of the remaining eigenvec-
TABLE I. The on-shell T matrix is shown in two cases for singlet and triplet scattering in the e-H
system for J =0 using the old close-coupling equations. The amplitudes are as defined in Ref. 4. The
Neumann series for various n are also given. The convergence or divergence, as the case may be, is
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TABLE II. The on-shell T matrix and Neumann series partial sums are shown for triplet scattering
for J =0 in the 1s-2s close-coupling model for e-H scattering using the old close-coupling equations.
The example illustrates the way the Neumann series sums form an asymptotic series. The partial sums
converge for the first few terms then slowly diverge oscillating about the exact values. The divergence



































































tors. In the case of 1s-2s close coupling the remaining
eigenvectors have eigenvalues which lie within the unit
circle so coefficients resulting from these terms die off
quickly with n and hence the Neumann series will appear
to converge until such n is reached for which
c„(r~,„)"=c, (r, )", where r, is the eigenvalue for the
minimum n. The coefficients for each channel are
different and therefore it is not surprising that the elastic
amplitude converges better in the asymptotic sense than
the inelastic 1s-2s amplitude. For large n the divergence
TABLE III. A test of the stability of the old form of close-coupling equations T,, for triplet channel
elastic scattering in the e-H system. 5 is a perturbing parameter to the potential as discussed in the text.
The half-on-shell T-matrix elements are shown for J=0 for various off-shell momenta. The last
column is the on-shell element; note that it is fairly stable under variations in 5. The half-off-shell be-
havior is also shown for the new forms Tsa defined by Eq. (35), and T,q by Eq. (36). x [y]=x X 10".
1s close coupling E,„,=54.42 eV
Real part of half-on-shell T matrix (p, ~T, , „~k, ) (k, =2 a.u. )
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rate of both amplitudes is governed by r
An interesting point which we do not attempt to
answer here can be stated as follows: Given the Aexibility
in choosing inequivalent equations which have the same
on-shell amplitudes, is it possible to find an optimum rep-
resentation where r —,„has its minimum value, this ensur-
ing the most rapid convergence (or least rapid diver-
gence) for the Neumann series?
We turn, finally, to an illustration of the stability of the
on-shell amplitudes generated by the old (nonunique solu-
tion) close-coupling equations. Since the question of sta-
bility arises for all cases of close coupling we take the
simplest, which is 1s close coupling in the triplet channel,
whose Lippmann-Schwinger form has one solution to the
homogeneous equation. The results are summarized in
Table III where we have tabulated the solution of the
half-off-the-energy-she11 T-matrix amplitudes. The off-
shell p values are a subset of those generated by a typical
Gaussian quadrature mesh in our method of solution.
All the results given in Table III are calculated using the
same mesh. It can be seen that as the perturbation 5 to
the potential is reduced the behavior of the off-shell T
matrix varies in accord with the analysis of Sec. V. For
comparison we also show the off-shell behavior of the
new equations and note how steady and smooth their
variation is off the energy she11. It must be emphasized
that the off-shell behavior of the old form of the equa-
tions is strongly dependent on the quadrature mesh as
well, so that if, for example, we attempt to incorporate a
larger quadrature mesh, the off-shell behavior will be
different again. Thus, although the on-shell amplitude is
relatively stable, the off-shell elements do not converge.
In conclusion, we reiterate that the underlying assump-
tions of our analysis in this work have been (a) the limita-
tion to problems where the target-state wave functions
are known, that is, we exclude pseudostates and (b) the
continuum states of the target have been omitted in our
discussion of convergence so that we could make use of
the L nature of the discrete states for some of the con-
vergence questions. Further work in this area should be
directed towards investigating how the theory should be
modified, and indeed if it can be, to remove these restric-
tions. As a final comment we note that all the examples
considered have employed only s target states and as a re-
sult the nonuniqueness phenomenon is confined to the
J =0 partial wave of the e-H system. In order to ensure
the expansion over target states is nearly complete, one
must include states of higher orbital angular momentum,
which in turn causes the nonuniqueness of the close-
coupling equations to be present in a large number of
partial waves and in the limit of a complete set present in
every partial wave.
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